Contact lens wearing schedules refer to how long a person can keep a contact lens in the eye and how long they can keep the same lens. Patients have many reasons for not adhering to a contact lens wearing schedule, and it’s up to their eye care team to help them understand why it’s essential to do so.

Types of contact lenses

Contact lens wearing schedules are classified in a few ways, but we will focus in on the following:

- **Monthly contact lenses**
  - As the name suggests, the wearer can use one pair of these contacts for up to one month. In between uses, the wearer must clean and disinfect the lenses with contact lens solution. After a month, the contacts should be replaced with a new pair.
  
  An annual supply costs approximately $150 to $250. Although monthly contacts seem the most cost-effective because the patient buys a smaller quantity of lenses, they should keep in mind that contact lens solution and cases can add about $200 to the overall cost.

- **Two-week replacement contact lenses**
  - These lenses can be used for up to two weeks. Like monthly replacement lenses, the wearer cleans and disinfects the lenses each night before using the next morning.
  
  Two-week lenses cost a bit more than monthly lenses because the wearer needs a larger quantity. A typical range for an annual supply is $200 to $300. The cost of contact lens solution and cases also applies to two-week replacement lenses.
Daily disposable contact lenses

According to the FDA, disposable lenses are used once, and then thrown away.\(^1\) Daily disposables offer many benefits, including improved lens hygiene, better comfort, convenience, fewer deposits, less need for solution, and availability of spare lenses.\(^1\)

An annual supply of daily lenses costs around $400 to $600.\(^4\) Many patients are concerned about the cost of daily disposables. Because the cost of the solution is eliminated, the price difference is not as significant when compared with monthly or two-week lenses.

Financial implications

Besides health, comfort, and vision concerns, there are financial reasons why an eye care team should ensure patients follow their recommendations for wearing schedules.

Studies show that the most compliant patients\(^5\):

- Purchase an annual supply of contacts
- Are more likely to wear daily disposables or monthly replacement lenses
- Return more frequently for eye exams

Contact lens compliance is important

A compliant contact lens patient is someone who properly cleans, handles, and wears their contacts.\(^6\) Failing to follow the recommended replacement schedule can result in number of eye health problems. Therefore, compliance is very important.